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Interviews



Basics



What’s the purpose of the 

interview?

 To see you on your own

Determine “fit”

 Learn more about you and what you’re 

interested in

Make you more interested in the school



Who conducts the interview?

Admissions officers

Professional

Always counts for admission

Current Student who works for admissions

Professional

Alumni

Can be more laid back

Sometimes only purpose is to get you excited



How to present well

Dress well – business casual

Be yourself, but the best version of yourself:

Sit up straight

Don’t chew your fingernails

Don’t look at your phone

Maintain eye contact



Important stuff
 Be on time!!

 Ask questions!! They want to see that you’ve 

done research and are invested

 The interview is for you, not your parents

 Don’t chew gum

 Know about the college

 Be yourself

 Not being genuine will only hurt you

 Don’t say what you think they want to hear

 Be very friendly



Types of questions

About your fit with the college

Personality

Activities, interests, and goals

Wide-ranging



Tips on how to talk

Frame things positively

Answer concisely, but give full answers 
and explain why

 Show genuine interest

Don’t go off on irrelevant hobbies!

 Prepare 2-3 specific questions about the 
college or the interviewer's experience there

 Be the best version of yourself!



A sample interview



What have you learned?

 There are lots of good ways to say 

something.  Important:

Be positive

Be on-topic with things they’ll care about

Explain why

Smile



Practice



Conduct a Mock Interview!

 Find a partner

With your partner:
Come up to pick up interview questions

 Find a quiet place to sit

One person is the interviewer, the other the 
interviewee.  The interviewee decides what 
college it is, and tells the interviewer a bit about it.

Ask questions.  Feel free to improvise.

After the interview, would you admit them?

Discuss the interview, then switch!



Questions?


